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Thermal nanoimprint lithography (NIL) has the advantage of high resolution and low cost, however
it requires a significant amount of processing time. Finite element analysis (FEA) simulation can
save research time and cost and help to understand the behavior of the polymer flow. ANSYS
was employed to set up a nonlinear hyperelastic FEA model. The model was applied to analyze
the resist flow during the NIL process. When the width of the stamp cavity increases or the resist
thickness increases, the external pressure needed for resist flow decreases and the resist flows
more easily. While the cavity depth becomes deeper, the resist needs bigger external pressure in
order to fill in the cavity fully.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the nano era, nanostructures are widly studied1–3 and
researchers have strong interest in fabricating smaller
nanostructures. With the continuing demand of shrink-
ing feature size in the semiconductor field,4 the tradi-
tional lithography technology is facing severe challenges.
Nanoimprint lithography (NIL)5–7 avoid the problems such
as light diffraction in optical lithography. The resist is
formed by physics pressing. The minimum feature size of
this technology can be achieved at 5 nm.8

In nanoimprint process, it is crucial to know how
the polymer fills template cavities. Simulation study of
nanoimprint process can save time and money. The
research methods on this field include viscoelastic Newton
fluid model, molecular dynamics model and finite element
model.
Viscoelastic fluid model9 employs Newton commercial

computational fluid dynamics software CFD-ACE, applies
a finite volume theory to trace polymeric boundary defor-
mation based on the Eulerian grid and volume of fluid
(VOF) theory. This model has a fatal flaw: when the
boundary velocity of the fluid is larger, fluid boundary
tracking accuracy will be greatly reduced. In NIL process,

∗Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.

the fluid boundary velocity is larger. If VOF model is used,
the boundary condition is too rough, which will affect the
simulation results.
Molecular dynamics10 is an important computer sim-

ulation method to solve interaction issues among multi-
ple degree freedom system based at the atomic level. By
solving all atomics’ motion equations, it can be employed
to simulate detail process related to atomic motion path.
Because the sample in NIL has a short relaxation time, the
absorbed energy of the sample will increase dramatically.
If the energy exceeds the critical value, the simulation will
be unsuccessful.
Several groups have simulated NIL process using the

finite element method. Kim et al. analyzed the deforma-
tion behaviors of polymeric stamps using the slip-link
model.11 Hirai et al. used the commercially available soft-
ware MARC to study the imprint pressures required for
successful imprinting and the filling rate into the mold
grooves according to different aspect ratio of the pattern,
initial polymer thickness and duty ration of the pattern.12

A simulation model was developed based on a viscous
model to predict the polymer flow behavior during the
imprinting.13 Song and Kim et al. used FEM method to
simulate low temperature thermal NIL process using a vis-
coelastic model.14�15 Ryu et al. reported their FEM analysis
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Fig. 1. Finite element model of a cell (unit: nm, A stands for cavity
width, B cavity depth, C initial resist thickness).

Table I. Material parameters.

Material Density (kg/m3� E (GPa) v

PMMA 1200 0.9 0�499
Si 2300 190 0�3

of indentation stress induced in mold materials when they
come in contact with 1 MPa expanded uniaxial stress.16

Sun et al. employed DEFORM to analyze different imprint
factors such as imprint temperature, pressure and time
when imprinting grating structures.17 However, there are
few group researched NIL process using ANSYS simula-
tion. ANSYS can provide richness of functionality across
a broad range of disciplines including structural, fluids
and thermal, which are the fields related to nanoimprint.
The ANSYS capability in multiphysics is flexible, robust
and architected in ANSYS Workbench to enable to solve
complex coupled physics analyses in a unified environ-
ment, which is suitable for the optimization of complex
NIL processes. One nonlinear hyperelastic NIL model was
established in this paper to carry on the simulation anal-
ysis by using ANSYS. Nonlinear hyperelastic model has
the advantage of matching the real NIL process. Through
the research on parameter interactions among mold dis-
placement and stress, cavity width and height and resist

Initial contact Polymer elevated Final contact

Fig. 2. Three stages of the whole deformation process.

thickness, the influence of each factor to resist filling was
investigated in detail.

2. SIMULATION METHOD
ANSYS was used to simulate the resist flow in NIL.
Figure 1 is the size chart for one unit of the finite element
model. The stamp protrusion width is the same with stamp
cavity width. The material for template is Si and for resist
is PMMA. The thickness and width of the template, the
groove depth and width in template, and the initial thick-
ness of polymer are respectively defined in Figure 1. The
material properties are shown in Table I.
Due to nonlinearity of this model, nonlinear contact

method was taken to simulate the filling process. The
assumption was made that there was no sliding displace-
ment between the mold and the polymer. The contact
mode was chosen as Rough. In the choice of contact sur-
face and the target plane, generally the surface not easily
deformed was chosen as the target plane, and the surface
easy deformed as the contact surface. Therefore, in this
model the bottom surface of the mold was chosen as the
target plane and the top surface of the polymer as the con-
tact surface. In order to speed up the calculation, coarse
grid was applied to the mold with little deformation and
fine grid to the polymer with larger deformation. The
imprint temperature was set up at 150 �C and low viscos-
ity of 10 cP was set for PMMA during 150 �C for all the
simulations. The whole deformation was divided into three
stages: initial contact, polymer elevated, and final contact,
as shown in Figure 2.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Overall Deformation
In the process of nanoimprint, with the pressing force by
the mold, the polymer generate large deformation and fill
the cavities of the mold. The polymer contacted with the
elevated part of the mold is firstly pressed, and this part
of polymer is extruded to the central cavity of the mold.
The polymer gradually fill all the cavities of the mold
when imprint time increases. The time of the fill pro-
cess was set as 1 minute for all pressure condition. From
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P = 5.4 MPa

P = 1.8 MPa

P = 10.8 MPa

P = 3.6 MPa

P = 17.5 MPa

P = 0.6 MPa

Fig. 3. Resist deformation with different imprint pressure.

P = 3.6 MPa P = 5.4 MPa P = 17.5 MPa

Fig. 4. Resist elastic deformation in X direction with different imprint pressure.

Figure 3, it can be shown that the ends part of the polymer
have larger deformation than the central part with different
imprint pressure.

3.2. X Direction and Y Direction Deformation
When the resist is pressed by a stamp, the resist will pro-
duce the elastic deformation in X direction and Y direc-
tion. Figure 4 shows the resist elastic deformation in X
direction with different imprint pressure. With the stress

P = 3.6 MPa P = 5.4 MPa P = 17.5 MPa

Fig. 5. Resist elastic deformation in Y direction with different imprint pressure.

applied by the elevated parts of the stamp, the lower part
of the resist generates inward convergence, and the top
part of the resist is dissipated outward. The right part of
the resist flows in a clockwise direction and the left part
in a anticlockwise direction. By this way, the resist fully
fills the whole cavity of the stamp.
Figure 5 gives the resist elastic deformation in Y direc-

tion with different imprint pressure. Due to the compres-
sion force by the stamp, the central part of the resist is
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Fig. 6. Relationship between stamp displacement and pressure when A= 50 nm.

Fig. 7. Relationship between stamp displacement and pressure when A= 300 nm.

Fig. 8. Slope of the curve for different cavity width.

raised, and the left and right part of the resist flows down-
ward. Similar to the deformation in the X direction, the
right part of the resist flows in a clockwise direction and
the left part in a anticlockwise direction.

3.3. Influence of Cavity Width on Resist Flow
As shown in Figures 6 and 7, along with the cavity width
increases, space for resist flow also increases, and resist

Fig. 9. Relationship between stamp displacement and pressure when B = 20 nm.

inner stress decreases. The resist flow ability in the cavity
becomes strong, and the pressure needed to apply to stamp
decreases. Linear fitting for the data of linear stage was
carried out. By this way, the slope of the curve for dif-
ferent cavity width can be achieved and the slope can be
expressed as �d0/�P . It stands for the unit stress needed
to generate the unit stamp displacement. Due to the ini-
tial displacement length and pressure are both zero, the
required external pressure and resit flow ability for differ-
ent cavity width can be known through the slope of the
curve. The smaller the slope, the smaller external pres-
sure needed for an unit displacement, which means the
smaller of needed external pressure for resist deformation
and more easily the resist flows. Figure 8 shows the slope
of the curve for different cavity width.

3.4. Influence of Cavity Depth on Resist Flow
From Figures 9 and 10, it can be seen that with the
increase of the cavity depth, there is more room for the
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Fig. 10. Relationship between stamp displacement and pressure when B = 80 nm.

Fig. 11. Slope of the curve for different cavity depth.

resist to fill in. In order to let the resist fully fill in the
cavity, it needs bigger external pressure. Through the study
the mutual relationship between displacement and external
pressure, one can know directly the resist flow with dif-
ferent cavity depth. However, due to the change of cavity
depth, the inner area of the cavity also changes with it as
well as the maximum displacement for the stamp. Linear
fitting for the data of linear stage was carried out to find out

Fig. 12. Relationship between stamp displacement and pressure when C = 80 nm.

Fig. 13. Relationship between stamp displacement and pressure when C = 120 nm.

the slope of curves with different cavity depth. The slope
can be expressed by �d0/�P . The analysis is similar to the
one for cavity width. The result is shown in Figure 11.

3.5. Influence of Resist Thickness on Resist Flow
From Figures 12 and 13, it can be shown that when resist
thickness increases, the resist amount used to fill in the
stamp cavity also increases. This induces the needed force
for deformation decreases, which means external pressure
decreases. By research on the mutual relationship between
displacement and external pressure, one can know easily
the resist flow characteristic in the condition of different
resist thickness. Similar to the analysis method above, lin-
ear fitting was carried out based on data of linear stage.
The slope of the curve was achieved for different resist
thickness, as shown in Figure 14.
The paper deals with ANSYS finite element analy-

sis on nanoimprinted nanosturctures. It provides a fast,
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Fig. 14. Slope of the curve for different resist thickness.

straightford and 3D visiable simulation, compared to
quantum theory analysis, which is still to be an open
question.18�19

4. CONCLUSIONS
Nonlinear hyperelastic finite element model was estab-
lished based on ANSYS to analyze nanoimprint process.
With different stamp cavity width, depth and resist thick-
ness, the relationship between stamp displacement and
external pressure was researched respectively, in order to
know the effect of different factors on resist flow. When
the stamp cavity width increases, the external pressure
needed for resist flow decreases and resist flows more
easily. With cavity depth deeper, the resist is harder to
flow and needs bigger external pressure. While the resist
thickness increases, it is more easily to fill in the cavity
with less external pressure. FEM analysis on NIL can help
researchers to better understand the polymer flow behavior
during the imprinting process.
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